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Part One: 30 minutes
 Why reading is important?
 Curriculum expectations for Year Two
 How we teach reading
 Statutory Assessments

Part Two: 30 minutes
 Games to play at home to support reading
 The children will join us for some activities
 Evaluation



Our aim is to create a love of books.
We want our children to be readers for life.



Children’s Reading

‘Young people who enjoy reading very much are nearly
five times as likely to read above the expected level for
their age compared with young people who do not enjoy
reading at all.’

National Literacy Trust, Children’s and young people’s reading today, 2012



Children’s Reading

‘Children who read for pleasure are likely to do
significantly better at school than their peers, making
greater progress in mathematics, development of
vocabulary and spelling.’

Sullivan & Brown, Social inequalities in cognitive scores at age 16: The role of reading, 2013



Children’s Reading

‘Parents aspirations for their children strongly predict their
achievement.’

‘Children of parents who take an active

interest in their education make

greater progress than other children’



Language and literacy skills have a huge impact on a
child’s life outcomes. Recent research has shown that
there is a significant gap between children with good
and poor language skills when they begin school and
that this gap remains consistent throughout their
schooling.

There is 30 million word gap between children
from the poorest and wealthiest families by the

age of 3 years!



 The number of words children hear in the first
five years of their life is linked to the size of
their vocabulary at age five.

 Early knowledge about sounds and meanings
of words affects how we learn to read

 The quantity of language a child experiences
before learning to read has a substantial and
long-term effect on their ability to learn to
read.

 In addition, learning to read is also made
easier by the variety of words a child has
heard.



 Read to children daily, taking time to go over new
words.

 Talk with children and encourage children to talk with
one another.

 Use new and interesting words in natural
conversations.

 Use gestures and facial expressions
 Sing with children and recite poetry and rhymes to

playfully introduce vocabulary.



 The Papaya That Spoke
 Cat, Bramble and Heron
 The Magic Brush
 How the World was Made
 The Greedy Fox




















